
gallery – 
banner – makes it possible to add a large photo, text, and a CTA (call to action) button,

allows for adding a photo as a thumbnail, full size is available after clicking,

sidebar embed paragraph – allows for adding an external iframe (e.g. a YouTube video)

form – makes it possible to place any type of form, as well as add a title, icon, 

counter – contains important numbers, e.g. related to the company's activity.

You can start creating a new website by using a default basic layout and editing its elements to
customize them. Another option is to build your page from scratch with ready-made components. Every
website created in Droopler is fast and responsive. 

This website builder allows creating any number of subpages in any order. It can also be extended 
 with Drupal modules. Since they are based on an open source license, the user doesn’t have to pay any
fees for using them.

Droopler contains built-in SEO options which enable to create friendly URLs and sitemaps 
(using XML sitemap generator) and add meta tags for pages and alt tags for images. 

Droptica’s tool is perfect for creating simple portfolio pages, extensive corporate websites, or landing
pages for marketing campaigns. Developers can use Droopler as a base for building complex websites
and web applications. You can see more possibilities of this website builder in a demo version. 

Droopler is a Drupal distribution created by developers from Droptica. It is a free website
builder that allows you to build advanced websites quickly.

Knowledge of coding isn’t required to use Droopler because the tool enables you to prepare the page
layout yourself, using ready-made components called paragraphs. Users have over a dozen elements of
this type at their disposal, such as:

Website builder for fast creation of new pages

on the website

and background image to it,

https://droopler-demo.droptica.com/

